RESULTS OF gFSC IM TRAINING SURVEY

IM TRAINING BACKGROUND
15/18 MAY 2018

In line with our commitment to regularly review the global Food Security Cluster’s (gFSC) performance, the Global Support Team (GST) conducted a survey soon after the Training. The aim of the survey was to assess the gFSC’s work and to provide insight on how to improve current training modules. The feedback from participants was particularly important and most of the responses were excellent to good. The GST is pleased to share with you the key results from the survey.

12 PARTICIPANTS FROM 6 COUNTRIES
6 ORGANIZATIONS (WFP, FAO, CONCETR, GOA, MAAPI)

SUGGESTIONS

• Dedicate more time on GIS practical session and exercises on data
• Include a session on the assessments in the agenda
• Follow up on clearance procedures
• Develop Handover SOP for IMOs at country level
• Develop a beneficiary counting guidance for agricultural interventions
• Collective outcome monitoring for country level clusters/sectors
• “Internal IM” – GIS and visualisation tools/protocol for analysing data at lower geographic levels to be used for programme advice
• Develop a check list for data cleaning

KEY FINDINGS

OVERALL RATING OF THIS TRAINING?

50% ➞ EXCELLENT
50% ➞ GOOD

COMPARE TO BEFORE TRAINING HOW IS YOUR KNOWLEDGE OF FOOD SECURITY?

Food Security Cluster in General ➞ GOOD
Food Security Data Collection ➞ GOOD
Food Security Data Analysis ➞ GOOD
Food Security Data Visualization ➞ GOOD
Food Security Mapping ➞ EXCELLENT

THE 3 MOST IMPORTANT THINGS YOU LEARNED DURING THIS TRAINING?

GIS SESSION

91% ➞ EXCELLENT
8% ➞ GOOD

DATABASE SESSION

25% ➞ EXCELLENT
75% ➞ GOOD
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